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a  b  s  t  r  a  c  t

This paper  introduces  a new  method  to assess  the  contribution  of  VSC-HVDC  connected  wind  farms  to  the
primary  frequency  control  (PFC)  of  power  networks.  This  is  a  formulation  that enables  the  estimation  of
the  post-disturbance  conditions  of  the  power  system,  including  its electrical  frequency,  after  the  incidence
of power  imbalances,  where  various  VSC-HVDC  connected  wind  farms  may  be simultaneously  simulated.
As opposed  to  a full  dynamic  simulation,  which  may  be time-consuming,  the developed  method  resorts  to
modelling  all  power  system  components  for the PFC  time  frame  by  using  enhanced  steady-state  power-
flow  models  which  are  solved  for a power  system  operating  point  that  agrees  well with  the  operating
conditions  of the  network  after  the action  of  the  PFC.  Therefore,  models  of  DFIG  and  PMSG  are  first  derived
by  following  a proposed  procedure  for the  determination  of  the  frequency  regulation  of the  wind  turbines,
often  called  statism,  whose  value  varies  with  the wind  speed,  as  opposed  to that  of  conventional  power
plants  which  is constant.  Because  the  power  reserve  of  the  wind  generators  is used  to  counteract  the
frequency  deviations  in  the  AC  power  network,  a VSC-HVDC  link  model  is  also  developed  which  enables
a free  power  transfer  to conform  to the  output  power  of the  wind  farm.  The  proposed  method  is  validated
using  a 9-bus  power  system  comprising  a 120-MW  VSC-HVDC  connected  wind  farm  and  whose  results
are  compared  against  those  computed  by  a full time-domain  dynamic  simulation,  obtaining  a very  good
agreement  between  the  two  quite  distinct  approaches  where,  for instance,  the post-disturbance  system
frequency  computed  by the proposed  method  only  differs  by  0.092%  with  respect  to  that  obtained  by  the
full  dynamic  simulation.  The  IEEE  57-bus  test  system,  slightly  modified  to incorporate  two  VSC-HVDC
connected  wind  farms,  is also  simulated  to show  that  the  impact  of the  frequency  regulation  of  the  wind
farms  on  the PFC  may  be  assessed  in  a very  quick,  effective  manner.

©  2017  Elsevier  B.V.  All  rights  reserved.

1. Introduction

VSC-HVDC links are rapidly becoming the key enablers for the
massive integration of wind farms based on variable speed wind
turbines (VSWT) into power systems [1–3,7–9,13]. A VSC-HVDC
connected wind farm can inject wind power at its connecting
point in a smoother manner than a directly-connected wind farm,
owing to the effective active and reactive power control featured by
the converter stations. Nevertheless, the integration of large wind
power plants has brought about several challenges that ought to
be resolved for a reliable operation of the new power grids [2,3].
For instance, impaired system responses will result from power
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imbalances thus causing frequency deviations to be beyond safe
operating limits. Very solid progress, however, was achieved in the
past regarding the development of suitable techniques to enable
the participation of VSWT in the PFC [4–6]. More recently, there has
also been active research effort on the integration of wind farms
through VSC-based transmission links because of the perceived
shortcoming that their interconnection may  impair the frequency
stability of the power system [7–9], this important aspect being one
of the main motivations of this research work.

To guarantee the long-term frequency stability of the network,
power systems analysts must carry out several time-domain sim-
ulations aimed at the PFC assessment, which is an activity that
demands long simulation times, usually ranging from five to thirty
seconds, depending on the system inertia and on the response of
the load/frequency control devices. Clearly, power system dynamic
simulations, incorporating VSC-HVDC connected wind farms, are
even more demanding because of the increased size of the over-
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all power system model. This usually forces analysts to reduce the
level of detail with which the HVDC connected wind farms are
represented for such purposes [9]. Aiming at solving this problem,
this paper introduces a novel modelling approach to determine the
effective contribution of VSC-HVDC connected wind farms to the
PFC of power systems, a post-disturbance solution that is obtained
in a very small fraction of time compared to that required by a full
dynamic simulation. It uses a power-flow formulation that enables
the computation of the power system state, the frequency deviation
and the operating conditions of both the VSC-HVDC link and wind
farms. It is in this context that a reliable and efficient estimation
of the impact of HVDC connected VSWT on the PFC requires not
only advancing the modelling of VSC-HVDC links aimed at wind
farm applications, but also, it requires the development of post-
disturbance DFIG- and PMSG-based wind turbines models, making
due account for their corresponding speed-governing systems, all
this being addressed in this research work. It should be also men-
tioned that in determining the equivalent frequency control system
of the VSWT, it is observed that the statism of the wind turbines is a
variable parameter with respect to the operating conditions of the
wind turbines, i.e., the wind speed. This fact is also considered in
this work for the sake of obtaining accurate solutions, as corrob-
orated by the validation test where a full dynamic simulation and
the proposed approach are compared.

Overall, the developed modelling framework facilitates the
determination of the impact of VSC-HVDC connected wind farms
on the primary frequency response of practical power networks.

2. Primary frequency control of power systems

The frequency control problem involves attaining an equilib-
rium point between power generation and system load. The overall
power production of grid-connected generating units must follow
the load variations by adjusting the mechanical power of their
corresponding turbines, a task that is usually carried out by conven-
tional power plants, i.e., thermoelectric and hydroelectric power
plants.

2.1. Conventional power plants

Conventional power plants restrict their power generation to
have a spinning power reserve which is used to counteract power
fluctuations in the system. Since conventional power plants have
limited power regulation capacity and as renewable generators
are taking over conventional generators, the lack of sufficient
frequency regulators in the system causes greater frequency devi-
ations, which under certain circumstances may  jeopardise the
stability of the network. Fig. 1(a) and (b) shows the control
blocks of the speed-governing systems used by hydro turbines and
steam turbines, respectively. These are simplified models which
are suitable for slow transients occurring during load/generation
imbalances [10]. In steady-state, the control blocks representing
the dynamics of these frequency regulators may  be represented
by Fig. 1(c). The parameter K is the effective gain of the speed-
governing system where R = K−1 represents the droop coefficient

of the speed governor, i.e., the regulation or statism of the conven-
tional power plants.

The statism R [Hz/MW] represents a constant, linear relationship
between the valve position and the mechanical power of the tur-
bine. Regarding wind turbines, however, the correlation between
the pitch angle position and the mechanical power of the turbine is
not necessarily constant, this being the reason why  its equivalent
statism needs to be properly determined for reliable calculations.

2.2. Determination of the equivalent statism of VSWT

Wind turbines are driven at an optimal power extraction point,
usually termed as maximum power tracking (MPT) point. The MPT
implies that for each wind speed Vw there is an optimal mechan-
ical power Pm,opt and a corresponding rotor angular speed ωm,opt ,
as shown in Fig. 2(a). It should be mentioned that the MPT  power
curve is often provided by the manufacturer and is referenced to
its output electrical power but for the purpose of developments
in this paper, the employed MPT  power curve is directly obtained
using the wind turbine design parameters, as in Fig. 2(a). How-
ever, participation of wind generators in the PFC of power systems
requires the wind turbine to be driven at a non-optimal operat-
ing point of the MPT  curve. This enables the wind generator to
produce an additional amount of power when a frequency drop
occurs (Pm0 − Pm1) or to reduce its power in situations involving fre-
quency rises (Pm1 − Pm2), i.e., wind turbine deloading, as illustrated
by Fig. 2(b).

Fig. 3(a) shows a generic wind turbine controller suitable for
providing frequency support which acts upon changes in system
frequency by varying the blade pitch angle of the wind turbine [9].
In comparison with conventional power plants, however, the deter-
mination of the statism, Rw , of the overall electromechanical system
of VSWT is not a straightforward matter. The gain Kˇ [◦/Hz] repre-
sents a measure of how much the blade pitch angle changes as the
electrical frequency does. This is something that differs from the
effective gain of the speed-governing control system for conven-
tional power plants, K [MW/Hz]. Hence, Kˇ cannot be taken to be
the effective gain of the equivalent speed-governing system of the
wind turbine. Furthermore, the rate of change of the mechanical
power with respect to the blade pitch angle varies with the oper-
ating point of the variable speed wind turbine, i.e., according to the
wind speed, and hence, according to the optimum rotor angular
speed ωm,opt . To prove this point, Fig. 3(b) shows the set of plots
Pm vs.  ̌ which are obtained by keeping both Vw and ωm,opt fixed. It
is observed that for wind speeds around the nominal one (13 m/s)
the slope of each curve differs little from each other, but for low
wind speeds, the gradients of the curves differ quite considerably.
This implies, from a general perspective, that the ratio ∂Pm/∂  ̌ is
different for each wind speed. In summary, while in conventional
power plants the statism R is constant, the equivalent statism of
the wind turbine Rw varies with the wind speed Vw .

The equivalent regulation of VSWT may  be estimated using Eq.
(1a). Notice that the product of Kˇ [◦/Hz] and ∂Pm/∂  ̌ [MW/◦] results
in Kw [MW/Hz], which is the inverse of the actual regulation of the
wind turbine Rw [Hz/MW]. The numerical evaluation of ∂Pm/∂  ̌ at

Fig. 1. Speed-governor dynamic models for: (a) hydro turbines and (b) steam turbines. (c) Equivalent speed-governor model for the steady-state operating regime.
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